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PC-726-04 Occluding cavities with endobronchial valves for the treatment of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis: early clinical experience
Z Wang, H An, L Liu, T Wang (China)

PC-727-04 Decentralized MDR-TB service model increased access to case finding in the Amhara and Oromia regions of Ethiopia
Y Molla, M Aseresa Melese, I Jemal Abdulahi, Dr Habte, Y Haile, Dj Dare, Y Anteneh Kassie, P G Suarez (Ethiopia, USA)

PC-728-04 Drug use review program in Uzbekistan: pathway to improved rational use of anti-tuberculosis medicines
M Tillyashaykhov, Iv Liverko, V Belotserkovets, M Kavtaradze, A Salakaia (Uzbekistan, Georgia, USA)

PC-729-04 Systematic expansion of drug-resistant tuberculosis services reduced treatment initiation delay by five fold in Jharkhand India
V Ghule, A Sreenivas, P Parmar, R Dayal, R Pathak, S Saruk, A Mitra (India)

PC-730-04 Need to improve knowledge about management of MDR-TB among medical personnel in India
P Mithra, P Banuru Muralidhara, B Unnikrishnan, R Thapar, N Kumar (India)

PC-731-04 Pathways of care for DR-TB in Mumbai slums: case for use of rapid diagnostic tests
E Lobo, A Patil, S Rangan, S Shah, Y Dholakia, N Mistry (India)

PC-732-04 A novel therapeutic vaccine against tuberculosis in the cynomolgus monkey model: preclinical study and clinical trial
M Okada, T Nakajima, Y Kaneda, Y Inoue, K Tomono, K Tsuyuguchi, S Shoji, T Saito (Japan)

PC-733-04 Universal access to the MODS assay reducing the incidence of MDR-TB cases in Arequipa, Peru
A Mendoza-Ticona, C Figueroa, Mary Perea, V Vargas, D Zavala, A Ortega, V Alarcon

PC-734-04 Modeling scenarios to determine the optimal MDR-TB treatment regimens in India
L Smith, P Yadav, N Arinaminpathy, R Anupindi, B Balogh (USA, UK)